
 and stole Sassanians' great civilization: years Arabs invaded Persia before 1400 
 
Recognizing, that Arabs are nomad peoples had no civilization and came from desert 
of the Saudi Arabia carrying the Islam as a new religion to spread it by sword and 
force to world's civilizations that were ruling at that time, such as a Byzantine and 
Persian civilization. Arabs were uncivilized and uncultured nation came from desert 
to steal other peoples cultures and force these peoples to convert to Islam by sword as 
they did when they destroyed and usurped property of Sassanid Empire of Persia 
before 1400 years ago. Unlike the ancient known civilizations that were predominated 
at that time, those conquerors Arabs had no civilization like these advanced 
civilizations, but Arabs Muslims destroyed greatest empire was ruling at that time 
which is Persian Sassanid Empire, and stole their civilization's heritage (represented 
with different kinds of Architecture, Arts and other sciences) saying to the world that 
civilization, they stole from Sassanians, is Islamic civilization, and giving the right to 
themselves to become heirs to heritage of Great Sassanid Empire after they destroyed 
that Great Empire and forced its peoples to giving up their original Zoroastrian 
religion and converting to Islam where those Arabs conquerors destroyed holy shrines 
and temples for Zoroastrians and turned some of them into mosques prohibiting the 
Zoroastrian worship, and using uglier coercive means against them in order for to 
leave their ancient original religion and convert to Islam. 

 
Conquerors Arabs didn't only destroyed Sassanians' great empire and usurped its 
property, but they captured of Persian women as booty resulted from that conquest at 
the time and abused them making them sex-slaves were sold and bought among 
Arabic states at the time where that period of Persia conquest has seen of filling 
palaces of Arabs Caliphs, governors and riches with Persian women whom were 
forced by their conquerors to be used as sex-slaves in palaces of those caliphs or 
riches to satisfying their base desires.    

 
Many attempts have been performed by Arabs Muslim caliphs and governors during 
that period which followed Persia conquest to Arabization Persians and eradicating 
their language, culture and traditions taken from their ancient Zoroastrian religion and 
more prominent that attempts are that were performed by caliphs of the Islamic 
Ummayad dynasty who tried to make an Arabic as a main language for conquered 
Persia by force and they also transferred thousands of Arabic families from Arabic 
peninsula to be resettled in Iranian conquered newly territories, but these policies, 
Islamic Ummayad caliphs acted, have been met with a big resistance and rejection by 
great Persian people whom failed these policies. That those Arabs caliphs and 
governors weren't realize well that it is impossible and difficult for them to eradicate 
the traditions and cultural characteristics for people have ancient and great civilization 
rooted deeply in the history like great Iranian people. These attempts of those Arab 
caliphs and governors couldn't Arabize Persians or eradicate their national language 
and culture, but Persian people and their ancient civilization are who could finally to 
persianize Arabic families or tribes that were resettled in Persia after the Islamic 
conquest. Instead, these Arabic tribes or families forgot their Arabic language and 
traditions and acquired a language, customs and traditions of native people these 
Arabic families or tribes lived alongside for many centuries.       

 
But unlike what those Arabs caliphs and governors wanted for Persian people, so 
ancient traditions and customs of genuine Persian people taken from their ancient 



Sassanid civilization are that prevailed eventually Arabs and their Islamic religion and 
dyed that religion with stamp or impress of that ancient civilization of Sassanians. 
History recorded us that Persians are who influenced Arabs and Islam with their noble 
customs and traditions and language that enriched the Islam with everything is 
advanced and civilized and made it urbanized religion took a lot of his features from 
Sassanians' great civilization although Islamic religion is religion coming from desert 
environment and was influenced largely with that hard environment.  

 
Sassanid civilization, which its heritage was stolen by Arabs after Islamic conquest,  
influenced greatly Islamic architecture of Islamic mosques and buildings that were 
taken most their architectural designs from Sassanian's old buildings and their holy 
Zoroastrian temples. Arabs caliphs adopted many Sassanid administrative practices, 
such as collecting taxes system, coinage, etc. caliphs of the Islamic Arabic Abassid 
dynasty adopted noticeably their administration system of state affairs from 
Sassanians in addition, that they adopted Sassanid dress court and ceremony. Persians 
didn't only influence Arabs and the Islam with their great civilization, but a lot of 
Persian scientists emerged during a time of Abassid dynasty's rule of Islamic empire 
and contributed greatly in enriching intellectual sciences with their valuable scientific 
books and works that pioneered to modern intellectual sciences that are studied now 
in advanced universities throughout our world.  

 
Arabs considered most arts, they acquired from cultures of nations they conquered, 
are Islamic arts taken from their civilization's Islamic heritage that's why, that a lot of 
people nowadays have misconception about the origin of arts and architecture for 
Islamic mosques and buildings considering these arts and architecture are of Islamic 
origin and were created by Arabs. Arabs inspired a lot of architectural styles and 
designs of their mosques from Sassanians Zoroastrians' temples in addition, that they 
turned many these temples after Persia conquest into mosques, but nevertheless, many 
historians Arabs ignored the big role of Sassanid civilization in enriching their Islamic 
civilization.          
Arabs didn't admit in grace of civilizations and cultures of other peoples such as 
Byzantine and Sassanid civilization in enriching their civilization.  
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